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Abstract— OLSR has been standardized at IETF and was published as RFC3626. OLSR is simple proactive routing protocol to adopt both IPv4 and IPv6. OLSR stated to extend messages to store 128 bit long address for IPv6, but there are some unclear issues to operate OLSR on IPv6. In this paper, we describe OLSR modification for OLSR IPv6 (OLSR6) and discuss IPv6 address usage and assignment, Neighbor Discovery Protocol and global connectivity for OLSR6.
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might be needed to extend HNA message for the basic NEMO support [4] to indicate whether the prefix is a mobile network prefix or not. Packet Length Type
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I. I NTRODUCTION IETF Manet Working group has been discussed mobile adhoc network (manet) routing protocols and had standardized four routing protocols such as OLSR [1], AODV, DSR 1 , and TBRPF. These four specifications are all based on IPv4. It is more necessary to specify manet routing protocols based on IPv6, because of its vast address space and plug & play support. Ad-hoc network is expected to deploy on vehicle network, cell-phone system, and home network. Those systems obviously need a lot of addresses. It is urgent matter to deploy ad-hoc network based on IPv6 and to deliver right specification to industry. Note that routing protocol is basically nothing to do with IP protocol version except for IP address length and packet formats. In this paper, we describe detailed differences between IPv4 and IPv6 operations of OLSR. The goal of this paper is to guarantee interoperability for OLSR with IPv6 support. This paper also discusses global connectivity [2] and address assignment for OLSR6. II. PACKET F ORMAT C HANGE As stated in Section 17 of OLSR specification [1], packet formats need to be modified for IPv6 support. The biggest difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is address length. Thus, the packet format must be extended to store IPv6 address as shown in Figure 1. The Multiple Interface Declaration (MID) message and Topology Control message are also extended like Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows the modified Host and Network Association (HNA) message for IPv6. IPv6 network address is expressed by a Prefix address and its prefix length. In section V, we discussed further modification of HNA message for global connectivity. There is the Reserved field in modified HNA message, given alignment and future consideration. When the basic NEMO support protocol [3] is considered, some of manet nodes can bring its permanent mobile network prefix and announce the prefix to manet by using HNA message. It 1 DSR



is reviewed by IESG and waits for publishing as RFC
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III. A DDRESS A SSIGNMENT IPv6 originally had three different address scopes for unicast addresses. These were link-local, site-local, and global. Sitelocal scope has already been deprecated. At the time we only have link-local and global scopes. A new scope is discussed in IPv6 working group. IPv6 also permits to assign multiple addresses on single interface. This is easily occurred when a node has Internet connectivity (i.e. link-local address and global address). A. Broadcast address An IPv6 limited broadcast address is all node multicast address which is link-local scope address, “ff02::1”. All nodes are joined to the all node multicast group and can use ff02::1 as a limited broadcast address on link. Since OLSR is required to disseminate control packets by an application level broadcast, it is necessary to use the limited broadcast address as an IPv6 destination address. Any control packets must not be blindly forwarded by generic IP forwarding. Thus, ff02::1 is always used for flooding control packets to a manet. B. Manet Local Scope OLSR6 requires to have a main address as an identifier of each router. In this section, we study which scope addresses
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Fig. 2.



TC, MID, HNA Message Formats



should be used for a main address and for IPv6 header’s addresses. Each manet node always has a link-local address and joins all node multicast group with its link-local address. For a global address, a manet node may have permanent global address called Home Address (Mobile IPv6 [5]) which is not always topology correct. A manet node may acquire global addresses, which are topology correct address, by using Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP). Since link-local address is maintained by each manet node, it is simply better to select link-local address as a main address of OLSR6. The address is rarely changed and it brings the unique main address. The link-local address is altered only when the address is duplicated while Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) operations. However, the link-local scope is not allowed to send and to receive packets over multi-hop link. Link of all manet nodes are not directly connected (i.e. multihop). Even if a manet node-A has routes for a manet node-B, the manet node-A must not communicate the manet node-B by the link-local address which is the main addresses of the manet node-B. All manet nodes must wait for HID message which can bind the link-local address (i.e. main address) with another scope addresses (i.e. global address). All link-local addresses must be guaranteed unique in the network. Although it is hard to provide uniqueness, the affect to IPv6 specification and NDP is not negligible. We describe NDP interaction in Section IV. NDP is complicated protocol which relies on link-local address and manet routing protocols should not give any impacts to the protocol at all. Alternatively, when global address is used as a main address, one advantage is that a manet node can use a main address as a source or a destination address of incoming/outgoing packets. However, no global scope limited broadcast address is defined. If each manet node has different global prefix (ex. some nodes have home address which is not topology correct address), it is hard to specify an unique globally limited broadcast address. In addition, all manet nodes does not always have a global address. Some of nodes do not communicate to the Internet and do not have global address.



As a conclusion, we suggest to have manet specific scope on IPv6. The point of manet specific scope address is shown below. Detailed specification of manet scope address will be published as internet-draft later. • All manet nodes have at least one manet scope address. • A manet scope address is valid only within a manet. Any packets originated by a manet scope address must not be leaked to the Internet. • The validity of a manet scope is an entire manet area. • Each manet node uses a manet scope address for exchanging routing messages and establishing manet routes. It prohibits to use non manet scope address for communication except for communication within manet. This is important not to get system damages when an address is duplicated. • All manet nodes may join to an all manet nodes multicast group with their manet scope addresses. The multicast address is not limited broadcast address, but can be used to disseminate packets to all manet nodes. This multicast address is optional. C. Address Usage for OLSR6 Once a manet scope is assigned, OLSr6 operations become simpler. Table I shows the definition of each address scope. Each manet node uses its manet scope address as a main address. link-local address is used for IPv6 header of all OLSR6 messages. When messages are flooded, the destination address of the IPv6 header is the all node multicast address which is limited broadcast address. If a manet node has multiple addresses like a manet-local address and a global address, it disseminates MID messages to map the multiple addresses to the main address. The manet node should not distribute MID messages including link-local addresses. The link-local scope address should be used only for limited-broadcasting and running NDP protocol. (see more in Section IV) When a manet node communicates with a node inside the same manet, it can use manet scope address as a source and a destination address of IPv6 header. It can also use a global address if it is available. However, if both manet scope
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TABLE I A DDRESS S COPE Address Scope Link-Local Manet local Global
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and global address are available, using manet scope address prevents to leak out packets to the Internet.
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IV. N EIGHBOR D ISCOVERY P ROTOCOL Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) is basically operated in a same link, because the IPv6 Hop Limit field of both Router Solicitation (RS), Router Advertisement (RA), Neighbor Solicitation (NS), Neighbor Advertisement (NA), and Redirect message must be set to ’255’ all the time. The IP Hop Limit field set to 255 indicates that the packet could not possibly have been forwarded by a router. A. Address Resolution Although a manet does not have the clear definition of link, nodes can resolve a MAC address of one-hop neighbors by using NS and NA messages sent to and from link-local address. The MAC address resolution of one-hop neighbors is enough for nodes, since nodes does not share the physical link with two-hop neighbors. Therefore, even if a node can resolve a MAC address of a two-hop neighbor, it can not send packets directly to the two-hop neighbor anyway. Each manet node manages neighbor cache entry states for one-hop neighbors and confirms reachability for one-hop neighbors by using NS and NA. Neighbor nodes located more than one-hop away are confirmed their reachability by each manet routing protocols. B. Address Auto-Configuration IPv6 has the address autoconfiguration scheme conducting with RS and RA. OLSR6 can extend the address autoconfiguration to apply it to manet. The requirements of the address autoconfiguration is summarized in [6]. For Global-scope IPv6 unicast address, this has already been addressed and solved in global6 [2]. RS and RA are extended to send beyond one-hop neighbors. Alternatively, RS and RA can be sent from and to all manet node multicast address, which is manet local with an appropriate hoplimit value. C. Duplicate Address Detection Each addresses ideally needs to be guaranteed its uniqueness within a manet wide. In IPv6, Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) can guarantee the uniqueness of an address with onehop neighbors by sending NS for a target address. If NA is detected in response to the NS, the address is duplicated. DAD only defends addresses on a physical link due to linklocal scope limitation of NS and NA. DAD can be conducted to guarantee only the uniqueness of address within one-hop neighbors.
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For the manet wide uniqueness, each NS and NA needs to be flooded to all manet nodes. Since this is considerable overhead, link-local addresses are given uniqueness only on physical link in manet, too. Even if a link-local address is duplicated between two nodes that are more than two hops away, the duplication does not cause errors for communication. This is because routes of link-local address are not maintained by OLSR6 and are not used as a source and a destination address of IPv6 header of communication packets as described in Section III. On-link uniqueness has been provided by DAD and is easily operated on manet. On the other hand, manet scope address and global scope address must be unique within either manet or Internet. The general DAD operation with NS and NA should not operate to confirm the manet wide uniqueness of both manet scope and global addresses. It is better to have another solution or combine NDP with another scheme to conduct DAD on manet wide. It is hard to guarantee address uniqueness when two manets merge into single or when plenty of manet nodes participate to a manet at the same time with normal DAD. There are a number of proposals for DAD in a manet, but the solution is still open. V. G LOBAL C ONNECTIVITY In this section, we study how Internet connectivity is provided to OLSR6. Internet Gateway has been proposed by [2]. Internet gateway is a router providing a global address and a route towards the Internet. Global6 [2] describes how to provide Internet connectivity with mobile ad-hoc networks. It provides globally routable address assignments, Internet route assignments, internet gateway discovery, and internet gateway operations. Once a manet node obtains a global address from an internet gateway, it can exchange data with nodes on the Internet as shown in Figure 3. It also discuss the use of global connectivity with Mobile IPv6 [5] is specified. Mobile IPv6 will be deployed on mobile devices and it is expected that some of manet nodes have Mobile IPv6 feature.
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TABLE II ROUTE S ETTING FOR I NTERNET C ONNECTIVITY Destination 0::0/0 Internet gateway address



Next Hop Internet Gateway address next hop (one-hop neighbor)



Route Type default route host route



Note: it contains Internet Gateway’s Global address.



B. Discussion of route towards the Internet Valid Lifetime Prefered Lifetime Fig. 4.
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A. Global Connectivity for OLSR6 There are two core functions of Internet Gateway such as global address assignment and Internet route establishment. For global address assignment, IPv6 has Address Autoconfiguration mechanism specified in [7]. The Address Autoconfiguration mechanism must be reused on OLSR6, because the Address Autoconfiguration mechanism has been already widely deployed and implemented by most of IPv6 nodes. As we stated before, link-local addresses are used only for on-link communication. Thus, HNA message is used for Internet route establishment and global address assignments on behalf of RA. To provide global connectivity to OLSR6, each OLSR6 node needs to acquire following information from Internet Gateway described in section 5.1 of [2]. • • • • •



Internet-gateway global address Network prefix address Network prefix length Lifetime Internet-gateway’s manet address (option)



To comply with Global6 [2] and Address Autoconfiguration [7], HNA message is modified as shown in Figure 4. ’G’ flag indicates that this HNA message contains global connectivity information. If G flag is set in HNA message, each receiver must process the HNA message according to [2]. An Internet Gateway include its prefix length in the Prefix Length field and stores its Internet Gateway global address in the Prefix Address field. A receiver can generates the prefix address from the prefix length and the Internet Gateway global address. The Valid Lifetime and the Preferred Lifetime is specified the valid address lifetime. These two lifetime are required for Address Autoconfiguration. Internet Gateway’s manet address can be retrieved from Originator address of OLSR6 packet header. As explained in Section III, Internet Gateway uses its manet scope address as its main address. Each OLSR node processes the HNA message for address assignment and management as similar as [7] except for not using RS and RA.



Global6 proposes to setup routes shown in Table II. If a manet node is edge node and communicates to the Internet for web browsing, email, VoIP, ssh, streaming, etc, it is more natural to use a default route on manet. Although manet routing protocols typically maintain host routes between end nodes, a route toward an Internet gateway is a special route of all the nodes located on the Internet. If destination nodes of a manet node are limited to single network domain, it is not necessary to configure a default route. A manet node setup the Internet gateway as a next hop of a network route of the network domain. This situation is occurred when a manet node is moving inside a corporate building and communicates only to the corporate network. An internet gateway of the corporate network distributes the prefix of the corporate network by using modified HNA message shown in Figure 4. When a manet node has already had a globally routable address (ex. statically assignment), the Internet gateway does not need to set ’G’ flag in HNA message. It just advertises the network prefix to a manet. VI. C ONCLUSION This paper describes protocol modifications and IPv6 operational issues for OLSR6. Manet working group should consider a new manet scope address for address assignment to manet nodes. We describe how to apply IPv6 to OLSR. We will keep studying clear specification of OLSR6. R EFERENCES [1] T. Clausen and P. Jacquet, “Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR),” Internet Engineering Task Force, Request for Comments (Experimental) 3626, Oct. 2003. [2] R. Wakikawa, J. Malinen, C. Perkins, A. Nilsson, and A. Tuominen, “Global Connectivity for IPv6 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (work in progress, draft-wakikawa-manet-globalv6-02),” draft-wakikawa-manet-globalv6-00.txt, Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Draft, Nov. 2002. [3] V. Devarapalli, R. Wakikawa, A. Petrescu, and P. Thubert, “NEMO Basic Support Protocol (work in progress, draft-ietf-nemo-basic-support03.txt),” draft-ietf-nemo-basic-support-03.txt, Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Draft, June 2004. [4] R. Wakikawa, H. Matsutani, R. Koodli, A. Nilsson, and J. Murai, “Mobile Gateway: Integration of MANET and NEMO,” in Presented in Fifth ACM International Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking and Computing (Mobihoc 2004) and will appear in MC2R, May 2004. [5] D. Johnson, C. Perkins, and J. Arkko, “Mobility Support in IPv6,” Internet Engineering Task Force, Request for Comments (Proposed Standard) 3775, June 2004. [6] J. Jeong, J. Park, K. Mase, Y. Han, B. Hakim, and J. Orset, “”Requirements for Ad Hoc IP Address Autoconfiguration (work in progress),” draft-jeong-manet-addr-autoconf-reqts-00.txt, Aug. 2003. [7] S. Thomson and T. Narten, “IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration,” Internet Engineering Task Force, Request for Comments (Draft Standard) 2462, Dec. 1998. [Online]. Available: ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc2462.txt
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